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Abstract

Many European nation-states were historically homogenized through
violent ethnic cleansing. Despite its historical importance, we lack sys-
tematic evidence of the conditions under which groups where targeted
with cleansing and how it impacted states’ ethnic demography. Ris-
ing nationalism in the 19th century threatened multi-ethnic states with
“right-sizing” through secessionism and irredentism. States therefore
frequently turned to brutal “right-peopling”, in particular where cross-
border minorities and those with a history of political independence
increased the risk of territorial losses. We test this argument with new
spatial, time-variant data on ethnic geography and ethnic cleansing
from 1886 to the present. We find that minorities that politically dom-
inated another state and those that have lost political independence
were most at risk of ethnic cleansing, especially in times of interstate
war. At the macro-level, our results show that ethnic cleansing in-
creased European states’ ethnic homogeneity almost as much as bor-
der change. Both produced today’s nation-states by aligning states and
ethnic nations.
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Contemporary Europe consists of states that are ethnically comparatively

homogeneous. Although often taken for granted, Europe’s current ethnic

geography is the result of a long history of ethnic homogenization that

involved extreme levels of violence. Throughout the late 19th and early

20th centuries, European states targeted many ethnic minorities with forced

assimilation, resettlements, and mass killings in an effort to homogenize

their populations. The practice of “right-peopling” states1 is not limited to

Europe. Recent examples include the genocide of Myanmar’s Rohingya,

China’s forced assimilation of Uyghurs in Xinjiang and the forced displace-

ment of Armenians from Nagorno-Karabakh in 2020. Despite the tremen-

dous human costs of such campaigns, it remains unclear under which con-

ditions some minorities become targets of ethnic cleansing while others are

spared and to what extent ethnic cleansing has shaped today’s societies.

Relying mostly on qualitative case studies, early research explains pat-

terns of ethnic cleansing as the result of a security dilemma (Posen 1993)

and internal threats (Harff and Gurr 1988; Harff 2003; Straus 2013; Valentino

2004) or analyzes its macro-historical and ideological roots (Mann 2005;

O’Leary 2001). Applying quantitative research methods, more recent stud-

ies make important contributions to explaining ethnic cleansing at the group

level (e.g., Mylonas 2012; Bulutgil 2015, 2016; McNamee and Zhang 2019)

and ethnically targeted one-sided violence (Balcells and Stanton 2021; Fjelde

and Hultman 2014; Fjelde et al. 2021). Yet their methodological progress

comes at the cost of neglecting macro-historical processes and legacies, as

well as spatial dynamics across country-borders.

Adopting a geopolitical perspective, we argue that perceived territorial

threats motivated many ethnic cleansing campaigns characterized by mass

killings and/or ethnically targeted forced displacement. Following the rise

of nationalism in 19th century Europe, multi-ethnic polities faced increasing

1In analogy to “right-sizing,” we use this term to refer to state efforts to homogenize
their populations, without of course implying any legitimacy of such efforts (see O’Leary
et al. 2001).
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risks of being “right-sized” through secession and irredentism. In response,

states increasingly sought to homogenize their populations to pre-empt the

loss of territory settled by non-dominant ethnic groups.2 Violent homog-

enization efforts concentrated on regions with high risk of territorial con-

flict: regions where ethnic groups were divided by state borders and where

past border changes invited revisionist nationalism. More specifically, we

expect that non-dominant groups with transborder ethnic kin (TEK) and a

historical experience of controlling an independent state (past “home rule”)

were more likely to challenge their host states, in particular where auto-

cratic institutions prevented accommodation. This ultimately made them

more likely targets of ethnic cleansing than non-dominant groups without

TEK or past home rule.

We test these arguments with our newly collected Historical Ethnic Geog-

raphy dataset that maps Europe’s ethnic geography since 1886 based on 73

historical maps of 120 ethnic groups. As a complement, a new list of ethnic

cleansing episodes during the same period records 113 cleansing campaigns

with a conservatively estimated 56 million victims.

At the level of ethnic groups nested within countries, our analyses show

that non-dominant groups with TEK and those with a history of lost home

rule were frequent targets of ethnic cleansing by their host states. We find

that non-dominant groups with transborder ties to a group dominating an-

other state face a yearly risk of ethnic cleansing that is 180 percent higher

than non-TEK groups. Similarly, looking back at 20 years of independent

home rule increases groups’ risk of ethnic cleansing by 74 percent. These

effects are mostly driven by autocratic states and robust to alternative spec-

ifications, stringent country-year fixed effects, and a randomization infer-

ence test. While the results are not driven solely by ethnic cleansing during

the World Wars, we find that TEK links increase the risk of cleansing in par-

ticular during times of international warfare between the states a group is

2Non-dominant groups that do not demographically and politically dominate a state.
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part of. This finding further supports our argument that threats of being

“right-sized” are a main driver of ethnic cleansing.

Our empirical analysis lastly turns to disentangling the contribution of

violent “right-peopling” on the increasing alignment of states and ethnic

nations at the European macro-level over the past 160 years. Based on a new,

information-theoretic alignment measure, our analysis suggests that more

than 40 percent of the overall increase in state-to-nation congruence is due to

“right-peopling” that violently changed Europe’s ethnic map. This finding

has important implications for our understanding of ethnic demography

and its socio-political effects.

Literature review

Following the resurgence of ethnic violence in the 1990s, a broad research

community started to explain its occurrence (Korb 2016). Building on in-

ternational relations theory, Posen’s (1993) seminal account explains ethnic

cleansing as resulting from a security dilemma which leaves ethnic groups

unprotected after the collapse of multi-ethnic states such as the Soviet Union

or Yugoslavia. Left to fend for themselves, increased threat perceptions

can motivate some groups to strike first to rescue potentially vulnerable co-

ethnics in ethnically mixed regions, an escalation that can result in outright

ethnic cleansing. A strength of Posen’s model is its account for spatial pat-

terns of ethnic violence, often targeted at enclaves. Yet, in focusing entirely

on ethnic violence in the wake of state collapse, the inter-group security

dilemma says little about the vast majority of modern ethnic cleansing cam-

paigns that was carried out by governments.

Differentiating ethnic cleansing and genocide from more general “ethnic

conflict”, Mann (2005) takes a macro-historical perspective and argues that

the global diffusion of democracy often gave rise to exclusionary ideologies

and racial definitions of the demos, resulting in forced assimilation, displace-
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ment, and outright genocide of outgroups. In fact, this “dark side of democ-

racy” implies that most liberal democracies are built on a violent history of

ethnic cleansing. While singling out nationalist ideology as an important

driver of ethnic cleansing, this argument fails to explain why exclusionary

nationalism prevailed in some states but not others. Moreover, although

macro-historical patterns explain temporal trends, they say little about why

some groups became targets of cleansing while others were spared.

Focusing on the latter question, other studies argue that states resort to

ethnic cleansing in response to perceived security threats, targeting groups

they suspect of collaborating with internal (Harff and Gurr 1988; Harff 2003;

Straus 2013; Valentino 2004) or external enemies. Mylonas (2012) impor-

tantly shows how states accommodate groups supported by their allies,

but tend to exclude, repress, and cleanse groups with ties to rival states.

Similarly, Bulutgil (2015, 2016) links ethnic cleansing to external threats (see

also Hong and Kim 2019), while highlighting the mitigating effects of cross-

cutting class cleavages. Focusing on the border region between China and

the USSR, McNamee and Zhang (2019) provide further evidence on ostensi-

bly protective “demographic engineering” (see also Carter 2010; McNamee

2018).

While the literature highlights the strategic logic of ethnic cleansing, it

exhibits four shortcomings: First, previous research mostly focuses on ex-

plaining ethnic cleansing within existing state borders. However, the re-

striction to fixed territorial units risks mischaracterizing the link between

ethnic cleansing and border-transforming events such as secession and con-

quest. Second, studying the direct causes of ethnic cleansing can come at

the expense of attention to its broader macro-historical context. The occur-

rence of ethnic cleansing varies over time and is often connected to pro-

cesses of nation-state formation. Ethnic cleansing should therefore be seen

as part of long-term historical developments. Third, many large-N stud-

ies focus on country or group-level attributes without much consideration
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to the effects of spatial configurations. Yet analyses of more fine-grained

data from single countries show that local geography plays an important

role (e.g., McNamee 2018; McNamee and Zhang 2019). Fourth and finally,

the macro-historical transformation of states through violent ethnic cleans-

ing remains understudied. We particularly lack evidence on the impact

of ethnic cleansing on the socio-demographic structure of states. To better

understand when and where ethnic cleansing occurs and how it impacted

European states’ demography, it is therefore necessary to implement a his-

torically “deep” large-N research design with meso-level spatial precision

similar to single-country studies while covering the whole of Europe.

Theoretical argument

We seek to explain what triggers state-led ethnic cleansing campaigns.3 We

define ethnic cleansing as the attempt to forcibly and permanently remove

members of an ethnic group from a region through violence. Our defini-

tion covers two types of ethnic cleansing. Forced displacement uproots ethnic

groups, typically moving them from their host states’ territory to another

state. In turn, ethnic mass killing refers to efforts to annihilate an ethnic group

as a whole or in parts by killing its members.4 This definition covers the

most violent strategies such as ethnic mass killing and exclusionary politics

(Mylonas 2012), yet excludes homogenization policies that operate over a

comparatively long time-horizon.

We argue that governments strategically employ ethnic cleansing to es-

tablish control over contested territory.5 Cleansing the territory of a threat-

3Although non-state actors can also engage in ethnic cleansing, the vast majority of
Europe’s ethnic cleansing campaigns were carried out by states.

4It is difficult to draw a sharp line between the two types of ethnic cleansing, as forced
displacement is often accompanied by mass killings and the latter also frequently involves
mass deportations. Therefore, our analysis focuses on ethnic cleansing as an overarching
category.

5Alternative “right-peopling” strategies (O’Leary 2001) are assimilation (forced or vol-
untary) and state-sponsored resettlement of dominant group members into contested re-
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ening group, states seek to prevent secession or foreign annexation. We

focus on two main factors that increase the perceived threat potential of eth-

nic groups: the presence of trans-border ethnic ties and historical legacies of

past home rule.

Nationalism and territorial contestation

Although often described as “primitive” or “barbaric”, ethnic cleansing is

an inherently modern phenomenon (Mann 2005; Ther 2014). Most pre-

modern states did not have the capacity to kill or displace entire ethnic

groups, nor did they have the motives to do so, as ethnicity was mostly

politically irrelevant (O’Leary 2001).

Things changed in the 19th century, as nationalism spread across Europe

and beyond. In Western Europe, states introduced territorial approaches to

citizenship that treated most inhabitants as potential members of the nation.

In contrast, most aspiring nations in Central and Eastern Europe adopted

“organic” brands of nationalism that viewed nationality as ethnically pre-

defined (Mann 2005). In these cases, the “ethnos” rather than the “demos”

grounded demands to realize Gellner’s (1983, p. 1) nationalist principle that

“ethnic boundaries should not cut across political ones, and [. . . ] that eth-

nic boundaries within a given state should not separate the power-holders

from the rest.” Where this principle was violated, nationalist mobilization

for self-determination, border change, and the creation of ethnically homo-

geneous nation-states often followed.

The ideological shift towards nationalism therefore represented a funda-

mental challenge to the existing political order. Most affected were the large

and ethnically diverse Ottoman, Habsburg and Russian empires, but many

newly established nation-states, such as Greece, Serbia, and Poland, also

faced mismatches between political and ethnic borders. Ethnic diversity

gions (McNamee and Zhang 2019).
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made effective rule increasingly difficult and posed a security threat. Re-

gions inhabited by non-dominant groups threatened to secede, while neigh-

boring states claimed or attempted to annex territories inhabited by “their”

ethnic kin (Weiner 1971). Such tensions were fueled by major powers in an

effort to destabilize their rivals (Mylonas 2012).

In this environment, governments became increasingly pre-occupied

with homogenizing their populations. In principle, they could reduce

geopolitical risks by “right-sizing” their territory, abandoning claims to re-

gions populated by minorities. Given the high value of scarce territory in

Europe, however, they were unlikely to do so voluntarily (O’Leary 2001).

Instead, many governments opted for “right-peopling” strategies that al-

lowed them to retain their territory.

In contrast to non-violent homogenization efforts (Darden and Mylonas

2016; Weber 1976), some states, we argue, choose forced resettlement and

mass killing of ethnic groups as a last-resort, in particular if groups are

viewed as an urgent threat to state survival (Cattaruzza 2010; Ther 2014).

Ethnic cleansing can remove the nationalist incompatibility altogether or, if

not all-encompassing, reduce a groups’ capacity for mobilization by frag-

menting it (see Schubiger 2022). An ethnic groups’ threat potential largely

depends on its motives and opportunities for secession, and on whether the

it’s presence in a region increases the risk of foreign annexation. Both are

affected by the presence of trans-border ethnic kin (TEK) and a history of

political independence through “home rule”.

Trans-border ethnic kin

As a violation of nationalist principles, the division of ethnic groups by

state borders can motivate resistance against the status quo. Leaders of di-

vided groups commonly portray the group’s fragmentation as an injustice,

setting the stage for tensions between the group and its host state govern-
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ment. Viewing current borders as illegitimate, divided groups are likely to

demand political concessions that may range from regional autonomy to in-

dependence or the unification with a neighboring state (Cederman, Rüegger

and Schvitz 2021). In turn, host states are more likely to target such groups

with aggressive nation-building policies.

B

A

B

A

2: Non-dominant TEK 3: Dominant TEK

B

A

1: No TEK

Figure 1: Three ethno-political configurations with with and without
transborder ethnic kin (TEK).
Note: Boxes indicate state borders, hatched areas represent ethnic groups.

To consider the effect of TEK linkages in greater detail, we distinguish

between three configurations of state borders and ethnic settlement areas,

as shown in Figure 1. Throughout the discussion, we reserve the term eth-

nic groups for those ethnic communities that exist independently of country

borders and refer to group segments as those parts of an ethnic group that

belong to a given state. For example, the collapse of Austria-Hungary led to

Hungarian group segments in Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania

and Yugoslavia.

The first configuration shows a non-dominant group segment in state

A without TEK, a situation the Scottish in the United Kingdom find them-

selves in. The second configuration features a non-dominant group segment

in state A with ethnic ties to a non-dominant segment in state B. An example

are the Armenians in the Ottoman Empire, which had stateless ethnic kin in

both Russia and Iran. Given the contradiction between nationalist princi-

ples and a group’s current territorial division, trans-border ethnic groups

are more susceptible to separatist conflict than groups without TEK link-
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ages (Cederman, Rüegger and Schvitz 2021). We posit that states are more

likely to view such groups as a security threat, given their opportunity to

stage cross-border insurgencies (Salehyan 2007). TEK groups also repre-

sent an opportunity for rival states to destabilize their neighbors by stoking

ethnic tensions (Mylonas 2012). This situation was feared by the Ottoman

government, who aimed to salvage their rule over Anatolia and counter the

threat of Russian invasion and Armenian independence through genocide

in 1915 (Akçam 2012). We thus expect that

Hypothesis 1 Non-dominant group segments with non-dominant TEK are more

likely to become targets of ethnic cleansing than non-dominant group segments

without TEK links.

The third configuration in Figure 1 shows a non-dominant segment in

state A with ethnic ties to the dominant group in state B. Adding to risks of

secession and foreign interference, this third configuration also increases the

risk of annexation. The existence of a kin state and the unrealized potential

of national unity can inspire irredentist claims on both sides of the border.

Leaders in target state A may view the non-dominant group as a “fifth col-

umn” that poses a security threat (Weiner 1971; Mylonas and Radnitz 2022).

Even in the absence of open conflict or territorial disputes, the risk of in-

stability may prompt states to pre-emptively resettle “stranded” groups to

their homeland state across the border. The existence of a homeland state

also creates an opportunity to negotiate formal population exchange agree-

ments, which were long seen as acceptable on the international stage (Ther

2014). The 1923 population exchange of more than 1.5 million people be-

tween the late Ottoman empire and Greece exemplifies this logic. In particu-

lar, the Ottoman government feared Greek irredentism, while Greek nation-

alists eyed material gain and a “modern” homogeneous Greek nation-state

(Shields 2013). This motivates the following expectation:
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Hypothesis 2 Non-dominant group segments with dominant TEK in neighboring

states are more likely to become targets of ethnic cleansing than other non-dominant

group segments.

The dynamic underlying this effect might be weakened if (particularly

large) states can deter their neighbors from violently targeting its ethnic kin

(Van Houten 1998). While such deterrence may have a pacifying effect in

normal times, it is unlikely to work once a TEK state has raised territorial

claims or is even engaged in active war with the segments’ host state.

Past home rule

In addition to a group’s current territorial division, historical legacies play

a decisive role in shaping the risk of territorial conflict. Most territorial dis-

putes are rooted in claims of historical ownership (Carter 2017). Such de-

mands are widely seen as more legitimate than other types of claims, and

hence are more likely to attract domestic and international support (Mur-

phy 1990). Even where just used as a pretext, historical precedents can still

create opportunities for revisionism, for example through their continued

existence as subnational administrative units which facilitate secessionist

mobilization (Griffiths 2016) and through their lasting effects on the local

social fabric (e.g. Abramson, Carter and Ying 2022), which makes reinstat-

ing old borders more feasible than drawing new ones (Abramson and Carter

2016).

Historical border change motivates ethnic secession and irredentism, es-

pecially if such changes entailed a loss of political power for an ethnic seg-

ment. Three types of border change constitute such a loss of home rule,

each also impacting groups’ transborder ethnic ties (Figure 2). First, bor-

der change from secession or conquest can separate a segment from its

surviving home state. This was the case of Muslim and German popula-

tions stranded outside the remains of the collapsed Ottoman empire and
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B

A

C

1. Stranded TEK

2. State death + annexation

3. State death + partition

Figure 2: Three scenarios where border changes entail a loss of “home
rule”. Boxes indicate state borders (before and after), hatched areas
represent ethnic groups.

Nazi Germany, respectively. Large parts of both groups were forcibly dis-

placed with the goal of “repatriatiation” and prevention of future conflict

(İçduygu and Sert 2015; Snyder 2011, ch. 10). Second, ethnic groups can

lose their home rule and through foreign annexation of their entire home

state. This was the fate of Estonians, Lithuanians, and Latvians who lost

their independence to the USSR in 1940, followed by wide-spread deporta-

tions. Third, some instances of conquest and annexation split a group across

several states. Poland’s partition at the end of the 18th century split its terri-

tory and population between three empires.

Groups with a history of independent statehood likely have stronger na-

tional identities, which can be mobilized through backward-looking myths

of the group’s glorious past and the trauma of status decline. The loss of
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autonomy thus creates powerful motives for group segments to push for

revisionist border changes (Hechter 2000; Siroky and Cuffe 2015; Germann

and Sambanis 2021) and threaten their host states’ territorial integrity. In

response, states are likely to target such groups with increasingly violent

nation-building efforts:

Hypothesis 3 Non-dominant group segments with a history of past home rule are

more likely to become targets of ethnic cleansing than other non-dominant group

segments.

Figure 2 clearly shows an inherent connection between the type of bor-

der change that led to the loss of segments’ past home rule and the presence

and type of their transborder ethnic ties. This raises the question whether

transborder ties to a dominant group and past home rule have cumulative

or substitutive effects on the risk of ethnic cleansing: on the one hand, past

home rule could increase the risk of territorial change and reactive ethnic

cleansing among segments with dominant TEK, indicating a cumulative ef-

fect. Yet, this effect may be substituted for by the effect of the dominant TEK

group and small as compared to segments with no or non-dominant TEK.

For the latter, the example of home rule in the past may in turn substitute

for the absence of an example of home rule in the present. We empirically

investigate this issue below.

Ethnic cleansing and the making of homogeneous nation-

states

The effects of ethnic cleansing on the macro-level follow directly from its

proposed geopolitical origins. If states’ are successful in addressing the

risk of secessionism and irredentism through violent right-peopling of their

populations, the targeted ethnic segment will shrink in size, potentially to

the point of complete annihilation from a given state territory and popula-

tion.
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While ethnic cleansing campaigns are comparatively rare events, they

have shaped Europe’s ethnic demography through their sheer historical

magnitude. Few demographic traces remind us of past ethnic diversity in

Eastern Europe, the “Bloodlands”6 where the mass murders committed by

Hitler’s and Stalin’s regimes killed approximately 14 million civilians only

between 1933 and 1945 and displaced many more (Snyder 2011). Similarly,

ethnic demography in the Balkans, in Greece and Turkey has been violently

influenced by, for example, the Armenian Genocide (1915-197) or popu-

lation exchanges between Turkey and Greece after 1923, which followed

genocide, targeted killings, and mass-displacement in the late Ottoman Em-

pire. In sum, we argue that, at the macro-level:

Hypothesis 4 Ethnic cleansing significantly contributed to the ethnic homoge-

nization of states’ populations.

While we claim that our argument about the roots of ethnic cleansing in

nationalist territorial competition captures important historical dynamics,

its applicability is likely restricted by a number of influential scope condi-

tions. Most prominently, these consist in the absence of a bundle of liberal

and democratic norms that have led to ever-stronger norms of territorial in-

tegrity (Zacher 2001), reduced the likelihood of ethnic conflict by enabling

power-sharing and accommodation (Gurr 2000; Cederman, Gleditsch and

Wucherpfennig 2017), and prevented interstate war (e.g. Imai and Lo 2021).

The new Historical Ethnic Geography dataset

Testing our argument about the effects of transborder ethnic kin and histor-

ical precedents on ethnic cleansing and its impact on states’ demography

6Approximately Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, parts of eastern
Romania, and western Russia.
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requires spatially disaggregated and complete data on Europe’s ethnic ge-

ography since the 19th century.7 Unfortunately, existing data on ethnic ge-

ography, such as the Atlas Narodov Mira (Bruk and Apenchenko 1964) and

GeoEPR Wucherpfennig et al. (2011), are time-invariant and date from after

World War II and most ethnic cleansing campaigns.

We fill this gap by collecting, digitizing, and standardizing 73 histori-

cal ethnic maps of Europe. Coupled with hand-coded data on violent and

peaceful periods of ethno-demographic change, the resulting Historical Eth-

nic Geography (HEG) dataset constitutes the foundation of our analysis. The

data map ethnic geography in Europe—defined expansively to include the

Caucasus, the Levant, and Northern Africa—from 1886 to 2020 using time-

variant rasters that provide estimates of the ethnic composition of local pop-

ulations. Compared to prior polygon-based data (e.g., Weidmann, Rød and

Cederman 2010; Wucherpfennig et al. 2011; WLMS 2006), HEG efficiently

combines information across multiple maps, captures local ethnic diversity,

and avoids imposing arbitrary population thresholds. In addition and im-

portant for the present purposes, the data are time-variant, based on his-

torical information, and independent of changing state borders. Because

the data is based on historical maps, it only captures spatially broad pat-

terns of ethnic geography rather than local ethnic diversity resulting from

individual-level migration.

Historical ethnic map collection: Our data collection started with iden-

tifying and scanning all potentially relevant ethnic maps from the digital

catalogues of major libraries such as the Library of Congress, the British Li-

brary, and the Bibliothèque nationale de France.8 From this collection, we

selected a total 73 ethnic maps that had (1) a high resolution, (2) broad spa-

7Given the driving force of nationalist ideology, we do not expect our argument to hold
before that time.

8Search terms included in particular “ethnic∗”, “ethnograph∗”, “linguistic”, and “lan-
guage” in all major European languages.
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Figure 3: Digitized maps by year of creation.
Note: Binned into 5 year periods.

tial coverage, (3) authors of varying nationality, and (4) no obvious political

biases. For each map, we digitized all groups they depict including their

respective group labels. Figure 3 depicts the distribution of maps across

time.9

Standardizing ethnic maps: To combine our maps, we next standardize

all ethnic groups they depict. While almost all of them are linguistically

defined, the data are enlisted at differing levels of granularity. We follow

Müller-Crepon, Pengl and Bormann (2020) and match all ethnic labels to

the tree of known languages compiled by Ethnologue (Lewis 2009). We

then applying a majority “voting rule,” using those language tree nodes

that appear on the majority of maps that depict a given language branch

language family.10

Coding episodes of rapid ethnic change: To fill the temporal gaps be-

tween maps, we define episodes within which we assume certain maps

to be valid. The starting points of episodes are determined by periods of

large-scale ethnic change which likely changed a group’s settlement area in

a state. Specifically, we consult the secondary literature for each group to

9Appendix Table A9 enlists all maps.
10If two maps depict “Bavarian,” a German dialect, and while twenty show “Germans,”

“German” enters the master list, subsuming all German dialects.
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Figure 4: Digitized maps of ethnic Polish.
Note: Lighter colors denote earlier years. State borders in light grey.

identify instances of forced resettlement, genocide, and less-violent cases of

mass migration. We record the state(s) in which each change occurred, the

actor(s) responsible, and the approximate size of the affected population.

Because these data are less complete for smaller events, we drop those that

have likely affected less than 1’000 individuals.

Figure 5 shows the episodes of rapid ethnic change for the case of Polish-

speaking populations. The episodes determine the spatio-temporal valid-

ity of our maps, assuming that data on a group is valid until the group

is subject to change in the respective state territory. While this approach

avoids potentially fraught interpolations across periods of rapid change, it

demands many and temporally granular maps in cases of repeated ethnic

change. Where such data is not available, we use maps from preceding pe-

riods where available.

Constructing gridded ethnic geography data: Finally, we convert the

standardized and periodized ethnic maps into spatio-temporal raster data

with a resolution of .0833 decimal degrees. For each raster cell, group, and

period, we aggregate the information across maps by calculating share of
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Figure 5: Overview of ethnic Polish across countries, 1886-2020.
Note: Black bars denote existence of Polish in a state. Grey bars denote years of existence
of that state without the group due to different borders. Episodes of ethnic cleansing are
marked in red.

maps that show the group to be present in the cell. Overlapping settlement

areas are discounted accordingly.11 Figure 6 visualizes the resulting data on

the Polish in 1918 and 1951. All group shares in a point add to unity and

proxy cells’ local ethnic composition. Figure 7 maps the full HEG data for

the year 1890 and 2020, showing much ethnic change in central and eastern

Europe.

A variant of the rasterization procedure produces yearly rasters that in-

terpolate the ethno-demographic information derived from the raw data

across time12 while still respecting the sharp periodization. This improves

data quality where ethnic change through assimilation occurs over slowly

over decades. For example, many groups such as the French in Western

Europe have not experienced ethnic cleansing but have changed neverthe-

less. In contrast to the baseline approach, the yearly raster give more weight

to maps closer to the year of observation, thus capturing slowly changing

ethnic geography.

11When a map depicts only a group’s parent-language, we drop the respective settle-
ment area as we know that the group is not present outside that area but know little about
the group inside its parent’s settlement area.

12This is done through a kernel regression smoother at the grid-cell level.
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Figure 6: Map of ethnic Polish in 1918 and 1951 as raster data. Colored
areas indicate the estimated percentage of Polish population in each cell,
based on all available maps for a certain period.

Validation: Our data validation relies on three comparisons. First, we an-

alyze the face validity of our maps by computing the extent to which their

depictions of ethnic groups overlap. We find that pairs of maps that are

drawn with a time-difference of less than 25 year (including across periods

of rapid ethnic change) have, on average, an 85% overlap in their depiction

of the same ethnic group.13 As an expected result of ethno-demographic

change, overlaps decrease with growing time-differences between maps.

Second, we compare groups’ country-level population shares derived

from the 1990 HEG data with Fearon’s (2003) data on ethnic groups. The

aggregated HEG data explain 93 percent of the variation in Fearon’s data.

Third, we gauge the subnational validity of our data compared to census

data of the Austrian-Hungarian empire in 1910. The HEG data explain 87

percent of the variation in the shares of the nine largest ethnic groups across

450 districts. Together, these results indicate that our approach yields valid

data on ethnicity at the local and national levels.

13See Figure A3.
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Empirical strategy

Our analysis proceeds with a test of Hypotheses 1-3 conducted at the level

of ethnic group segments. After presenting the research design and results,

we return to the macro-level and measure the impact of ethnic cleansing on

the homogenization of European states.

Main data

Unit of analysis: Our main unit of analysis is the segment s of ethnic

group e present in country c at time t between 1886 and 2020. Segments are

derived by intersecting the HEG raster data for year t with the respective

set of state borders retrieved from the CShapes 2.0 dataset (Schvitz et al.

2021).14 The resulting dataset contains 39003 group segment-years across

6125 country-years and 120 ethnic groups.

We systematically assign dominant group status to group segments that

have the largest population share in a state’s capital, resolving conflicting

cases by recurring to secondary sources. Our analysis focuses only on non-

dominant ethnic group segments, since dominant groups are theoretically

unlikely and have not been empirically observed to be cleansed by states

that are governed by their respective co-ethnics.

Ethnic cleansing: Similar to Bulutgil (2015, 2016), we take as our main

outcome of interest the onset of an episode of ethnic cleansing through

mass killings and/or forced displacement (e.g., Garrity 2022) executed by

the government of the host state of an ethnic segment since 1886. We differ

from Bulutgil’s (2015; 2016) operationalization mainly by using an absolute

threshold of 1’000 victims which reduces data requirements as compared to

her relative criterion of 20% of groups’ population. We use our data on eth-

14We drop segments that are smaller than 10’000 inhabitants and less than 1 percent of
group e to remove tiny artificial “spill-over” segments along international borders. Popu-
lation estimates rely on the 1800 HYDE 3.1 data (Goldewijk, Beusen and Janssen 2010).
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nic change presented above to retrieve this information and code all post-

onset years during an episode of ethnic cleansing as missing.

Our final dataset includes 113 onsets of ethnic cleansing with more than

1’000 victims carried out by host state governments, equivalent to an onset

in 0.34% segment-years.15 The overall number of victims of ethnic cleansing

campaigns is extremely difficult to gauge, as definitions of victimhood are

contested, historical sources at times unreliable, and secondary studies not

always conclusive. Drawing on estimates from the secondary literature on

the number of killed and displaced civilian individuals during each cam-

paign, our (imprecise) estimate of the victims of state-led ethnic cleansing

since 1886 amounts to a staggering 56 million individuals16 or more than

25% percent of the population of the affected ethnic group segments (198

million).17 A back-of-the-envelope calculation indicates that individual Eu-

ropeans’ risk of becoming a victim of ethnic cleansing at any point in their

life was non-trivial since 1886, amounting to roughly 3 percent.18

Figure 8 shows that ethnic cleansing campaigns are mostly concentrated

in the first half of the 20th century, in particular during the violent reign of

Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Soviet Union over large parts of the continent,

as well as during the aftermath of World War II. But minorities are still at

risk today, as in the Balkans in the 1990s, in Azerbaijan in 2020, and in the

Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine since 2014.

15In comparison and because of her higher victimization threshold, Bulutgil (2015, 2016)
identifies 41 cases of ethnic cleansing in Europe during the same period. Butcher et al.
(2020) use a yearly threshold of 25 deaths, enlisting 201 target mass killing episodes globally
since 1946.

16The estimate is likely conservative as we take the lower value where the literature
indicates a range.

17This is the sum of segments’ population in the years of onset of ethnic cleansing.
18This computation is challenging without individual level data. The number is calcu-

lated as 1−(1−(
∑2020

y=1886 V ictimsy/
∑2020

y=1886 Populationy))
50 = .0306, i.e. the Europe-wide,

individual-level probability of becoming a victim of ethnic cleansing in any given year ac-
cumulated over an assumed (and rather low) life expectancy of 50 years.
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Figure 8: Onsets of ethnic cleansing by year.
Note: Binned into 5 year periods.

Main independent variables: We construct two independent variables to

test our main arguments. First, the TEK status of each ethnic segment cap-

tures whether, in a given year, it has (1) no transborder ethnic kin (TEK, ca.

23%), (2) only TEK without dominant status (ca. 41%), or (3) at least one

dominant TEK group (ca. 36%). These categories are mutually exclusive.

We assign a TEK status to all groups located in more than one state at time

t. Group segments are assigned the dominant status in a country if they

make up a majority of the population in the capital.

Second, the geocoded historical state borders after 181619 enable us to

trace each group segment’s recent history of past home rule. In particular,

we compute the number of years since 1816 in which the average inhabitant

of a group segment’s settlement area at time t belonged to a state in which

the segment’s ethnic group had dominant status.20 The larger fraction of a

group’s settlement area has been under rule of a co-ethnic state for longer

time, the higher our indicator of past home rule. On average, 12 percent of

the non-dominant segments in our data have a history of any past home

rule since 1816. Of those with a history, the median number of home rule

19Constructed from the CShapes 2.0 data (Schvitz et al. 2021), Centennia (Reed 2008),
and secondary sources. See also Cederman, Girardin and Müller-Crepon (2021).

20As above, we derive dominant groups for historical states by taking the largest ethnic
group in their capitals. We use the earliest set of ethnic maps for that purpose but are not
aware of any case in which the largest group in capitals changed dramatically.
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years is 18 years, and the mean 44 years. We log-transform the variable in

our analysis to account for this right skew.

Control variables: We use the HEG raster data on ethnic segments in com-

bination with various other geographic datasets to measure a series of fac-

tors that may affect our main independent variables and the likelihood of

ethnic cleansing. Unless otherwise noted, these control variables are popu-

lation weighted averages across each groups’ settlement area.

For each segment, we first measure the log-transformed population size

as larger segments may be more likely to become targets of ethnic cleansing

and more often have TEK as well as past home rule. In addition, we control

for the population size of the country and the entire ethnic group a segment

belongs to.

Second, we account for segments’ average distance to their host state’s

capital, since peripheral segments are more likely to have TEK and may

be at a higher risk of ethnic cleansing. In a similar vein, we measure seg-

ments’ geography as their average altitude, ruggedness, temperature, pre-

cipitation, evaporation, and the ratio of the latter two.21

Estimation strategy

We use these data to estimate the effect of TEK status and past home rule on

the onset of ethnic cleansing in an OLS fixed effects setup:22

onsetg,s,c,t =γc + τt + β1TEK statuss,t + β2past home rules,t+

β3TEK statuss,t × past home rules,t +Xs,g,c,t + εs,g,c,t,
(1)

where the risk of an onset of ethnic cleansing in a segment-year is mod-

elled as the sum of a country-specific (γc) and year-specific (τt) risk, the ef-

21All from FAO’s GAEZ database.
22Appendix Table A2 shows robustness to estimating logistic regressions.
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fects associated with our control variables X , and segments’ TEK status, past

home rule and their interaction. We introduce these main treatment variables

one-by-one.

As foreshadowed in the theoretical argument, we model their interac-

tion in the last step to account for the close connection between TEK status

and past home rule and test for the effect of all theoretically possible config-

urations. We note that TEK status is often causally posterior to past home rule

as states dominated by large ethnic groups (e.g., the Ottoman and Habsburg

empires or the Soviet Union) often shrank but survived as rump states with

“stranded” segments abroad. These non-dominant segments (e.g., ethnic

Turks on the Balkan) have a history of past home rule and links to a domi-

nant TEK group. TEK status therefore captures part of the effect of past home

rule.

We cluster standard errors on the level of ethnic groups s to account for

dependence over time and between segments. In order to account for the

small number of groups with a history of home rule but no or non-dominant

TEK, we also compute bootstrapped standard errors for the full interaction

model (see Cameron, Gelbach and Miller 2008).

Results

Our analysis supports Hypotheses 2 and 3 but not Hypothesis 1. Non-

dominant ethnic segments with transborder ethnic kin (TEK) are at higher

risk of being targeted by campaigns of ethnic cleansing, yet only if their kin

has dominant status in another state. In addition, the risk of ethnic cleans-

ing is higher in segments with a history of home rule. This effect partially

works through the aforementioned dominant TEK mechanism, but is also

present for groups without dominant TEK.

Table 1 presents the results from our main empirical specification. We

start by assessing the effect of ethnic segments with non-dominant TEK
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and dominant TEK ties in Model 1. Ethnic segments that have exclusively

non-dominant TEK (Hypothesis 1) exhibit a yearly risk of being ethnically

cleansed which is an imprecisely estimated .1 percentage point higher than

the risk of segments without any TEK links. Confidence intervals are over-

lapping with the null hypothesis of no effect, which we therefore cannot re-

ject. The effect associated with non-dominant TEK is also significantly smaller

(p<.01) than related to dominant TEK ties (Hypothesis 2), which have a .62

percentage points higher risk which amounts to 1.8 times the average risk

of ethnic cleansing (.34 percent).

Table 1: Ethnic cleansing 1886–2020 (OLS): TEK Links and Past Home Rule

Ethnic cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Non-dominant TEK 0.110 0.136 0.182
(0.140) (0.136) (0.136)

Dominant TEK 0.621∗∗ 0.613∗∗ 0.728∗∗

(0.228) (0.232) (0.233)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.084∗ 0.063 0.858∗

(0.041) (0.043) (0.355)

Non-dominant TEK x past home rule 0.098
(0.414)

Dominant TEK x past home rule −0.848∗

(0.357)

Country FE: yes yes yes yes
Year FE: yes yes yes yes
Controls: yes yes yes yes
Mean DV: 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
Observations 32,578 32,578 32,578 32,578
Adjusted R2 0.021 0.020 0.021 0.022

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described
in main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes:
†p<0.1; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01

Model 2 presents similar support for Hypothesis 3 in that past home rule

has a consistent association with the risk of ethnic cleansing. A doubling of

the number of years of ethnic home rule experienced by an ethnic segment

since 1816 is associated with an increase in the risk of ethnic cleansing by .06

percentage points. Moving from zero years of past home rule—the predom-

inant case in our sample—to 20 years, which is close to the median number
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of years for segments with past home rule, thus raises the likelihood of eth-

nic cleansing by .25 percentage points, or three quarters of the average risk

of .34 percent.

Models 3 and 4 then assess the joint impact of segments’ TEK ties and

history of home rule. Combining all three main variables of interest into

the same model, Model 3 shows a diminished and imprecisely estimated,

yet positive, effect associated with past home rule. We take this as sign that

part of the effect of past home rule works through TEK links: Many seg-

ments with extensive past home rule are minorities “stranded” outside their

home states after the break up of empires. These segments, such as German

populations across the former territories of Germany and Austria-Hungary,

were often cleansed after the empires they commanded fell apart. Moti-

vating the expulsion of Germans from post-Second-World-War Poland as

preventing future ethno-territorial revisionism, Winston Churchill declared

in 1944 that

[e]xpulsion is the method which, in so far as we have been able

to see, will be the most satisfactory and lasting. There will be no

mixture of populations to cause endless trouble, as has been the

case in Alsace-Lorraine. A clean sweep will be made.

Lastly, a full interaction of TEK links and past home rule in Model 4

sheds light on the comparative risks of all possible configurations. Plotted

in Figure 9, we find that TEK and dominant TEK without previous home

rule to have similar effects as in Model 1, the latter significantly increasing

the risk of ethnic cleansing. Past home rule, in contrast, only increases the

risk for segments without dominant TEK. A doubling of the years of past

home rule increases the risk of ethnic cleansing for these segments by ap-

proximately .86 percentage points, or more than twice the baserate. Due

to the small number of affected groups – – more than 90% of groups with-

out dominant TEK have no history of home rule – these estimates remain
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Figure 9: Change in the probability of ethnic cleansing by TEK status and
past home rule.
Note: Comparison group is ”No TEK” and no past home rule. Dotted lines demarkate
95% CIs from clustered standard errors, dashed lines demarkate 95% CIs from an ethnic
group-level bootstrap with 1’000 iterations.

statistically significant (p<.05 and <.1, respectively) but exhibit larger un-

certainty when computing bootstrapped confidence intervals (dashed lines

in Figure 9). However, past home rule does not further increase the risk of

ethnic cleansing for segments with dominant TEK, at least partially because

its effect is already captured by the dominant TEK dummy itself.

A set of additional analyses investigates whether democratic institu-

tions moderate the effects associated with TEK connections and ethnic seg-

ments’ history of past home rule. Using electoral democracy (‘polyarchy’)

scores from VDEM (Coppedge et al. 2021), we find that our results are al-

most exclusively driven by segments in states with autocratic institutions

(Appendix Table A8). This finding aligns with previous research suggest-

ing important impacts of liberal norms on territorial integrity and peace

within and across state borders (e.g. Zacher 2001; Cederman, Gleditsch and

Wucherpfennig 2017; Imai and Lo 2021).
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Robustness checks

We assess the robustness, reporting all results in the Online Appendix. We

first document that our results are robust to estimating logistic regressions.

Second, we analyze robustness regarding the choice of control variables.

Several of our baseline confounders are arguably “post-treatment”: Be-

cause past and current state borders are our treatment in that they determine

past home rule and TEK status, some attributes of ethnic segments such as

their (relative size) and geography are co-determined by these very same

borders. As a remedy, we drop all controls and obtain very similar results

than in the main specification. In a similar vein, we show robustness to

dropping all fixed effects.

On the other hand, there are a host of characteristics of ethnic segments

and states left out of the baseline specification that may constitute omitted

variables. We therefore add a series of covariates that capture ethnic seg-

ments’ dispersion and share of the state’s population, the overlap of their

settlement area with that of their state’s dominant group, a segments’ dis-

tance to the border, as well as the ethnic fractionalization of their host state

and fractionalization of their larger kin group across state borders. While

these could correlate with the main variables of interest and cause ethnic

cleansing, adding them does not substantively change the results. In order

to control for potentially biasing omitted characteristics of states, we ad-

ditionally add state-year fixed effects to our models which control for any

time-variant characteristic of the countries our segments find themselves in.

Thus only comparing segments within the same year and state, the respec-

tive specification shows stable results.

Because the onset of ethnic cleansing is a comparatively “rare” (yet still

too common) event that affects 113 observations in our data, our results

may be due to pure chance or driven entirely by particular historical (sub-

)episodes such as the world wars. We find neither to be true. We first con-
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duct a randomization inference test (Figure A1) in which we randomly re-

allocate the onsets of ethnic cleansing across observations in our data 1’000

times. Our main estimates are located at the very margins of the resulting

distributions of estimates. Second, we test whether our results are exclu-

sively driven by the two World Wars. While they constitute “most-likely”

historical episodes for our argument and contain half the ethnic cleansing

episodes we analyze, their complexity increases the risk of unobserved con-

founding. Droping the respective years (1914-1918 and 1939-1945) decreases

the effect of dominant TEK and past home rule by 50 percent and increases

uncertainty (p=.10 and .12, respectively). These findings suggest that our

findings are weaker outside these two episodes of large-scale violence in

Europe and further motivate the subsequent analysis of the effect of territo-

rial claim and war on ethnic cleansing.

Mechanisms: Ethno-territorial competition and warfare

Our main results suggest that in particular group segments with dominant

TEK abroad are likely targets of ethnic cleansing. Two likely triggers are

territorial claims by a TEK state and violent irredentism in particular. Both

raise the immediacy of the territorial threat and sharply limit any potential

deterring effect by the TEK state. To shed light on this mechanism, we join

our data on ethnic segments with the Correlates of War datasets on territo-

rial claims (Hensel 2001) and interstate warfare (Sarkees and Wayman 2010).

For each claim targeted at, and war involving, the host state A of an ethnic

segment s, we code whether the claimant or enemy-state B has an ethnic tie

to the ethnic segment s in question. Our expectation is that such a “fifth-

column” status of the group segment lagged by one year increases the risk

of ethnic cleansing. In the respective model, we also control for whether a

state is targeted by claims or involved in wars at all and whether an ethnic

segment has any TEK links at all. These terms are included to prevent the
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estimates of interest to be driven purely by all the claims/wars a state is

engaged in or the TEK links a group has.

Table 2: Ethnic cleansing 1886–2020 (OLS): TEK, Territorial Claims, and In-
terstate Wars

Ethnic cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Has TEK 0.010 −0.025 −0.044
(0.167) (0.155) (0.165)

Terr. claimst−1 −0.115 −0.220† −0.295∗

(0.131) (0.128) (0.128)

Claims from state w/ TEK 0.301† 0.144
(0.155) (0.157)

Interstate wart−1 1.314∗∗ 0.884∗∗ 0.937∗∗

(0.303) (0.269) (0.275)

War with state w/ TEK 1.832∗ 1.793∗

(0.855) (0.872)

Country FE: yes yes yes yes yes
Year FE: yes yes yes yes yes
Controls: yes yes yes yes yes
Mean DV: 0.41 0.41 0.39 0.39 0.41
Observations 27,150 26,991 28,736 28,736 26,991
Adjusted R2 0.020 0.020 0.023 0.024 0.024

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described
in main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes:
†p<0.1; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01

Table 2 presents the results. While territorial claims from states with a

TEK link do not increase the risk of cleansing of the respective ethnic seg-

ments (Model 2), interstate warfare does so substantively. Warfare alone

increases a group segment’s risk of ethnic cleansing by .9 percentage points,

but that risk increases by another 1.8 percentage points, that is 4.5 times the

baseline rate, in cases where the segment has a TEK link to the opposing

state.

This result supports our argument that ethnic cleansing is oftentimes

driven by territorial competition along ethnic lines, in particular once it ma-

terializes as territorial claims and warfare. Once nationalism holds sway

and territory can only be legitimately ruled by a state on the basis of a com-

mon nationality, states have perverse incentives to ethnically cleanse its ter-
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ritory from non-dominant groups to remove the nationalist incompatibili-

ties and uphold its rule.

Ethnic cleansing and the making of European

nation-states

Our empirical analysis has so far focused on the roots of ethnic cleansing in

states’ incentives to mitigate risks of territorial rightsizing rooted in groups’

trans-border ties to dominant groups and historical home rule. These find-

ings open the way to conduct a back-of-the-envelope assessment of the ex-

tent to which ethnic cleansing contributed to the alignment between ethni-

cally defined nations and European states, an effect that has been hitherto

unquantified in the literature.

There are currently two common yet unsatisfying approaches to mea-

suring the alignment of states and ethnic nations. Most measure states’

ethnic homogeneity as one minus Herfindahl’s Fractionalization Index (e.g.,

Alesina, Baqir and Easterly 1999). In turn, the degree to which ethnic na-

tions enjoy territorial unity inside the same state can be captured by one mi-

nus the degree of political fractionalization of ethnic groups by state borders

(e.g. Cederman, Rüegger and Schvitz 2021). Each of these indeces captures

one of the two core dimensions of the state-to-nation alignment affected by

ethnic cleansing, yet neither measure is in itself sufficient. We therefore turn

towards a third, information-theoretic measure of the Mutual Information the

geography of states and ethnic nations provide on each other.

Our Mutual Information index assesses the amount of information the

partitioning of Europe’s population into states S carries about its partition-

ing into ethnic nations N (Vinh, Epps and Bailey 2010).23 We start from a

grid of 8739 points that are the centroids of a hexagonal grid that covers

23For each point, we sample ethnic groups from the compositional HEG data.
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Figure 10: Increasing state-to-nation alignment, 1886-2020

the European landmass. Our normalized mutual information (MI) metric is

defined as

MI(S,N) = H(S)−H(S|N) (2)

MInorm(S,N) =
MI(S,N)

(H(S)H(N)).5
(3)

where H(S) and H(S|N) are the (conditional) entropies of points’ member-

ship in states S. MI returns the quantity of information S carries on their

membership in nations N in bits, normalized in MInorm with the entropies

of partitionings S and N . This yields a measure that strictly varies between

0 (no mutual information) and 1 (full mutual information).

Figure 10 shows ethnic homogeneity of states, territorial unity of groups,

and mutual information between states and ethnic nations in our data on
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Figure 11: Cumulative change in state-to-nation alignment, 1886-2020:
Contributions of rightsizing and rightpeopling.
Note: Based on the yearly varying HEG data.

state territories and ethnic geography for each year between 1886 and 2019.

Showing a rising state-to-nation alignment, states’ ethnic homogeneity in-

creased from .55 (approx. the US today) to .8 (approx. Sweden today).

Ethnic nations’ high levels of territorial unity have remained comparatively

constant. Combining both dimensions, our measure of mutual information

increases from .74 in 1886 to .86 in 2019.

As a final step in this analysis, we can disaggregate each year-on-year

change in the mutual information measure into change that resulted from

border change and from shifts in ethnic geography. Figure A2 shows that,

in 2019, changes in ethnic geography have cumulatively contributed 44 per-

cent to the increased alignment between European states and ethnic groups.

The remaining 56 percent are due to border change (e.g., Cederman, Gi-

rardin and Müller-Crepon 2021). Clear temporal patterns are visible with

the end of World War I and the break-up of the Soviet Union coming with

increasing alignments due to border changes, while ethnic cleansing domi-
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nated the end of World War II.

The effects of ethnic change on European state-to-nation congruence in

Figure A2 are overwhelmingly due to violent ethnic cleansing. This can be

seen by comparing the above results, which take non-violent ethnic change

into account with results based on the baseline HEG data where temporal

variation originates only from periods of rapid, most often violent24 eth-

nic change. While we do not currently knowing whether the observed

changes indeed entirely resulted from violence, the historical literature and

sheer scale of ethnic cleansing campaigns indicates violence to be their main

driver. Using the baseline HEG data leads to very similar results. The re-

spective cumulative contribution of ethnic change amounts to 39 percent of

the increasing alignment of states and ethnic nations.

Our limited data25 makes it difficult to precisely and causally distinguish

the effects of ethnic cleansing on increases in state to nation alignments. Yet,

the above exercise in macro-level accounting provides nevertheless a first

measurement of the contribution of ethnic displacement and mass-killings

on the development of the comparatively homogeneous nation states in to-

day’s Europe. Given the scale of victimization brought about by the trans-

formation of European states over the past 160 years, we believe that taking

this step is important and encourage future improvements.

Conclusion

Many contemporary nation-states in Europe were ethnically homogenized

by violent means. Since the 19th century, ethnic cleansing was, and still is,

among the most important sources of human suffering. It is at the same time

a root cause of the current ethnic homogeneity of European states, achieved

in large part by violently “right-peopling” their populations.

24Episodes of forced displacement and genocide make up 83 percent of these periods
25Importantly, we here neglect increasing ethnic diversity due to spatially diffuse immi-

gration uncaptured by our HEG data.
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Building on historical and political science literatures, we argue that

threats to the territorial integrity of states constituted an important driver

of ethnic cleansing since the 19th century. In this age of nationalism, the

boundaries of ethnic nations became the paramount legitimizing principle

of states territorial rule. Multi-ethnic states were at risk of being “right-

sized” through secessionism and irredentism, in particular where groups

could draw on transnational ethnic ties or follow a historical precedent of

home rule. By ethnically cleansing these territories, states sought to reduce

the disjunction between political and ethnic borders that nationalists de-

spise. Ethnic cleansing is thus one of the perverse, if logical, consequences

of the ethnic nationalism that has reshaped the European state system since

the 19th century.

We test the effect of transnational ethnic ties and past home rule of non-

dominant ethnic groups on their risk of ethnic cleansing with new data of

the changing settlement areas of European ethnic groups since 1886. Com-

bined with a new enumeration of episodes of ethnic cleansing, we find gen-

eral support for our arguments. Non-dominant ethnic groups with transna-

tional kin that dominate another state, are exposed to a severely increased

risk of ethnic cleansing while ties to groups that do not dominate a state

have no sizeable or statistically significant effect. Relatedly, ethnic segments

that can draw on a history of home rule are at increased risk of becoming

targeted by ethnic cleansing campaigns. These effects are weakener under

democratic institutions, which can offer pathways to accommodation and

power-sharing. Importantly, the risk of ethnic cleansing is closely associ-

ated with times of interstate warfare, especially with states in which an eth-

nic group has transnational ethnic kin. Ethnic cleansing is thus often rooted

in territorial competition structured along ethno-nationalist lines. Moving

back to the macro-level, we find that changes in ethnic geography associ-

ated with ethnic cleansing explain approximately 40 percent of the increas-

ing congruence between states and ethnic nations. Thus playing a key role
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in the making of today’s European nation-states, these findings highlight

the need to take the historical origins of ethnic demography seriously when

studying its effects.

Our argument and findings resonate with many past cases of ethnic

cleansing, such as the Armenians in the Ottoman Empire and Nagorno-

Karabakh, the cleansing of ethnic Turks from the Balkans, or the persecu-

tion of Poles under Hitler and Stalin. It does not, however, apply to all cases

of ethnic cleansing. Nor does it exhaustively explain those cases where the

logic is present. Some groups became targets for reasons unrelated to ter-

ritorial threats, most importantly the Jewish and Roma populations dur-

ing the Holocaust. In addition, even where ethnic cleansing can be linked

to territorial threats, other factors such as cross-cutting cleavages (Bulutgil

2015, 2016) or war-fighting strategies (Lichtenheld 2020) have determined

the conduct, scope, and timing of governments’ campaigns. Constrained

by our macro-historical abstraction and the scope of our empirical data, we

have studied nationalist state-to-nation discrepancies as structural drivers

of the ethnic cleansing that violently right-peopled European states.
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A Summary Statistics

Table A1: Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Ethnic Cleansing Onset32, 578 0.003 0.1 0 1
Dominant TEK 32, 878 0.4 0.5 0 1
Non-dominant TEK 32, 878 0.4 0.5 0 1
Past home rule 32, 878 5.7 23.0 0.0 175.4
Capital distance 32, 878 7.0 6.4 0.01 28.2
Segment pop. 32, 878 585, 641.2 1, 949, 973.0 4.4 41, 233, 566.0
TEK pop. 32, 878 12, 132, 267.0 23, 694, 359.0 4.4 147, 218, 700.0
Country pop. 32, 878 51, 035, 274.0 54, 487, 733.0 136, 817.6 194, 039, 782.0
Altitude 32, 878 499.9 561.5 −1.1 3, 269.0
Slope 32, 878 4.9 1.3 1.6 8.0
Evapotranspiration 32, 878 843.1 275.1 302.3 2, 198.0
Precipitation 32, 878 709.2 284.2 100.5 1, 772.1
Evap/precip 32, 878 5.0 1.4 1.0 8.0
Temperature 32, 878 10.0 4.6 −5.7 24.4

B Robustness checks

Table A2: Ethnic Cleansing 1886–2020: Logit Models

Ethnic Cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Intercept −6.855∗ −8.321∗ −7.449∗ −6.169†

(3.450) (3.248) (3.286) (3.318)

Non-dominant TEK 0.227 0.339 0.497
(0.360) (0.346) (0.385)

Dominant TEK 1.489∗∗ 1.522∗∗ 1.821∗∗

(0.462) (0.495) (0.516)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.235∗ 0.203† 0.816∗∗

(0.107) (0.108) (0.177)

Non-titular TEK x past home rule −0.115
(0.178)

Titular TEK x past home rule −0.720∗∗

(0.215)

Country FE: no no no no
Year FE: no no no no
Controls: yes yes yes yes
Observations 32,578 32,578 32,578 32,578
Log Likelihood -712.831 -717.552 -709.784 -703.372
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,451.662 1,459.103 1,447.569 1,438.743

Notes: Logistic regressions. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described
in main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes: †p<0.1;
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
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Table A3: Ethnic Cleansing 1886–2020: Without Control Variables

Ethnic Cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Non-dominant TEK 0.086 0.099 0.119
(0.134) (0.133) (0.132)

Dominant TEK 0.431∗ 0.366∗ 0.446∗

(0.168) (0.181) (0.181)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.134∗∗ 0.096∗ 0.948∗

(0.039) (0.046) (0.372)

Non-titular TEK x past home rule 0.158
(0.438)

Titular TEK x past home rule −0.916∗

(0.374)

Country FE: yes yes yes yes
Year FE: yes yes yes yes
Controls: no no no no
Mean DV: 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
Observations 32,578 32,578 32,578 32,578
Adjusted R2 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.020

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described in
main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes: †p<0.1;
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
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Table A4: Ethnic Cleansing 1886–2020: No Fixed Effects

Ethnic Cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Intercept −0.093 −0.540 −0.261 0.169
(1.094) (1.008) (1.080) (1.050)

Non-dominant TEK 0.148 0.174 0.231†

(0.135) (0.132) (0.128)

Dominant TEK 0.564∗ 0.541∗ 0.671∗∗

(0.228) (0.235) (0.230)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.100∗ 0.084 0.995∗

(0.050) (0.051) (0.387)

Non-titular TEK x past home rule 0.100
(0.506)

Titular TEK x past home rule −0.964∗

(0.390)

Country FE: no no no no
Year FE: no no no no
Controls: yes yes yes yes
Mean DV: 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
Observations 32,578 32,578 32,578 32,578
Adjusted R2 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.003

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described in
main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes: †p<0.1;
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
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Table A5: Ethnic Cleansing 1886–2020: Additional Controls

Ethnic Cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Non-dominant TEK 0.140 0.158 0.220
(0.172) (0.168) (0.171)

Dominant TEK 0.619∗ 0.610∗ 0.736∗∗

(0.258) (0.265) (0.268)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.081† 0.064 0.871∗

(0.046) (0.046) (0.346)

Non-titular TEK x past home rule 0.072
(0.412)

Titular TEK x past home rule −0.865∗

(0.349)

Country FE: yes yes yes yes
Year FE: yes yes yes yes
Controls: yes yes yes yes
Additional Controls: yes yes yes yes
Mean DV: 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
Observations 32,578 32,578 32,578 32,578
Adjusted R2 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.022

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described in
main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes: †p<0.1;
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01

Table A6: Ethnic Cleansing 1886–2020: Country-year Fixed Effects

Ethnic Cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Non-dominant TEK 0.092 0.119 0.164
(0.156) (0.152) (0.150)

Dominant TEK 0.582∗ 0.574∗ 0.686∗∗

(0.253) (0.257) (0.256)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.084∗ 0.065 0.802∗

(0.042) (0.044) (0.368)

Non-titular TEK x past home rule 0.021
(0.424)

Titular TEK x past home rule −0.787∗

(0.370)

Country-year FE: yes yes yes yes
Country FE: – – – –
Year FE: – – – –
Controls: yes yes yes yes
Mean DV: 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
Observations 32,578 32,578 32,578 32,578
Adjusted R2 -0.004 -0.005 -0.004 -0.003

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described in
main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes: †p<0.1;
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
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Figure A1: Randomization inference with 1’000 random re-allocations of
the observed outcomes.
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Table A7: Ethnic cleansing 1886–2020, w/out World Wars

Ethnic cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Non-dominant TEK −0.037 −0.025 0.004
(0.092) (0.090) (0.092)

Dominant TEK 0.260 0.257 0.300†

(0.158) (0.160) (0.165)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.046 0.029 0.307
(0.037) (0.037) (0.200)

Non-dominant TEK x past home rule −0.421∗

(0.196)

Dominant TEK x past home rule −0.289
(0.205)

Country FE: yes yes yes yes
Year FE: yes yes yes yes
Controls: yes yes yes yes
Mean DV: 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
Observations 29,838 29,838 29,838 29,838
Adjusted R2 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.007

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described in
main text. Standard errors clustered on the ethnic group level. Significance codes: †p<0.1;
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01

Figure A2: Cumulative change in state-to-nation alignment, 1886-2020:
Contributions of rightsizing and rightpeopling.
Note: Baseline HEG data.
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Table A8: Ethnic cleansing 1886–2020, by level of democracy

Ethnic cleansing (0/100)
(1) (2) (3)

Democracy (0-1) 0.494 0.292 0.589
(0.461) (0.326) (0.472)

Non-dominant TEK 0.100 0.155
(0.213) (0.207)

Dominant TEK 0.929∗∗ 0.834∗

(0.348) (0.368)

Past home rule (yrs, log) 0.289∗∗ 0.231∗

(0.100) (0.115)

Democracy x non-dominant TEK −0.078 −0.123
(0.333) (0.325)

Democracy x dominant TEK −0.883∗ −0.655
(0.426) (0.452)

Democracy x past home rule −0.425∗∗ −0.340∗

(0.136) (0.163)

Country FE: yes yes yes
Year FE: yes yes yes
Controls: yes yes yes
Mean DV: 0.36 0.36 0.36
Observations 30,350 30,350 30,350
Adjusted R2 0.022 0.022 0.023

Notes: OLS linear models. Sample excludes dominant groups. Control variables described in
main text. Standard errors clustered on the group and country levels. Significance codes: †p<0.1;
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01
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C Data Collection

file name title author map year scale quality source

brl rob 22 Ethnographische Karte der Östereichis-
chen Monarchie

Czoernig, Karl Freiherr
von

1855 1:864,000 5 archive

bnf rob 41
Carte Ethnographique de la Turquie
d’Europe et des États Vassaux Au-
tonomes

Lejean, Guillaume
Marie

1861 1:2,500,000 4 online

rum rob 37 Tableau Ethnographique Erckert, Roderich von 1863 1:5,500,000 5 online

brl rob 32 Völker und Sprachenkarte von Deutsch-
land und den Nachbarländern

D. Reimer 1867 1:3,000,000 5 archive

yun rob 18 Völker- und Sprachen-Karte von Öster-
reich und den Unter-Donau-Ländern

Kiepert, Heinrich von 1869 1:3,000,000 5 online

bnf rob 37
Specialkarte der deutsch-französischen
Grenzländer mit Angabe der Sprach-
grenze (neue berichtigte Ausgabe)

Kiepert, Heinrich von 1870 1:666,666 3 online

yun rob 8 Europe Ethnographic Unknown (Russian au-
thor)

1870 1:10,500,000 4 online

wik aya 1 Ethnic Map of European Russia Rittikh, Aleksandr Fe-
dorovich

1875 1:2,520,000 5 online

uch cam 9
Die Neueste Eintheilung, die Türkischen
Gebiete & die Confessionen in der
Türkei

Petermann, August,
Habenicht, Hermann

1876 1:2,500,000 3 online

yun rob 15 Ethnographische Übersicht des Eu-
ropäischen Orients

Kiepert, Heinrich von 1876 1:3,000,000 4 online

brl rob 16 Ethnographische Karte der Europäis-
chen Türkei

Carl Sax 1877 5 archive

uch cam 10 Deutsche & Romanen in Süd-Tirol &
Venetien

Petermann, August 1877 1:740,000 4 online

rum rob 8
Ethnographische Karte von Russland
(Nördliches Blatt)

Rittikh, Aleksandr Fe-
dorovich

1878 1:370,000 5 online

rum rob 18
Ethnographische Karte von Russland
(Südliches Blatt)

Rittikh, Aleksandr Fe-
dorovich

1878 1:370,000 5 online

uch cam 12 Vertheilung der Gross-, Weiss- & Klein-
Russen

Petermann, August 1878 1:370,000 3 online

uch cam 13 Etnograficheskaia Karta Kavkazskago
Kraia

Rittikh, Aleksandr Fe-
dorovich

1878 1:1,080,000 4 online

brl aya 23 Sprachen-Karte von Österreich-Ungarn Franz Ritter v. Le Mon-
nier

1880 1:1,000,000 5 archive

rum rob 11 Europa um 1880 Berghaus, Heinrich 1880 1:15,000,000 3 online

yun rob 17 Sprachen-Karte der westlichen
Kronländer von Oesterreich

Held, F. 1880 1:1,500,000 4 online

rum rob 24 Sprachenkarte, Religionskarte Schweiz Andree, Richard 1881 1:1,480,000 5 online

A
9

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b53147323f.r=ethnografique?rk=622320;4
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~317020~90085890:Tableau-ethnographique?sort=pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no&qvq=q:%3DPoland%20AND%20pub_date%3D1840...1910%20;sort:pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no;lc:RUMSEY~8~1&mi=1&trs=1702
https://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/4167475
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b102234134/f1.item.r=sprachen
https://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/4164840
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ethnic_Map_of_European_Russia_by_Aleksandr_Rittich-1875.jpg
http://luna.lib.uchicago.edu/luna/servlet/s/f0z18c
https://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/4163004
http://luna.lib.uchicago.edu/luna/servlet/s/bekxhm
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~306215~90079058?qvq=w4s%3A%2Fwhat%2FEthnography%25253B%2BNationality%25253B%2BRace%3Bsort%3Apub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no%3Blc%3ARUMSEY~8~1&mi=14&trs=113
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~306215~90079058:Ethnographische-Karte-von-Russland-?sort=pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no&qvq=q:race;sort:pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no;lc:RUMSEY~8~1&mi=45&trs=224
http://luna.lib.uchicago.edu/luna/servlet/s/8lw00h
http://luna.lib.uchicago.edu/luna/servlet/s/39r9rp
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~296929~90068310?qvq=w4s%3A%2Fwhat%2FEthnography%25253B%2BNationality%25253B%2BRace%3Bsort%3Apub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no%3Blc%3ARUMSEY~8~1&mi=64&trs=113
https://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/4167476
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~30790~1150721?qvq=w4s%3A%2Fwhat%2FReligious%3Bsort%3Apub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no%3Blc%3ARUMSEY~8~1&mi=159&trs=351


file name title author map year scale quality source
rum rob 36 Völkerkarte von Russland. Andree, Richard 1881 1:13,300,000 5 online

bnf rob 16
Die Polen in Deutschland:
Nordöstliches Deutschland nebst
Polen. Ethnographische Karte

Geographisches Institut
Weimar

1885 4 online

brl rob 20 Politisch-Ethnographische Übersicht-
skarte von Bulgarien, Ost-Rumelien

Geographisches Institut
Weimar

1885 1:3,000,000 4 archive

emr rob 2 Ethnographic map of Austria-Hungary
and Romania

Kiepert, Heinrich von 1892 1:3,000,000 4 online

brl rob 30
Völker- und Sprachenkarte von Mit-
teleuropa Karl Peucher 1893 1:6,000,000 4 archive

rum rob 30 Deutsches Reich. Religionskarte. Völk-
erkarte

Diercke, Carl 1896 5 online

rum rob 13 Ethnographic map of Austria-Hungary Andree, Richard 1900 1:4,000,000 4 online

rum rob 14 Ethnographic map of the Balkan Penin-
sula.

Andree, Richard 1900 1:6,000,000 4 online

rum rob 15 Völker u. Sprachenkarten. Europa. Kon-
fessionskarten.

Wagner, Hermann 1902 1:40,000,000 4 online

emr rob 6 Völkerkarte des rumänischen Sprachge-
bietes

Weigand, Gustav 1909 1:340,000 4 online

brl aya 33
Die Sprachgebiete der Schweiz unter
besonderer Berücksichtigung der Ho-
henregionen, nach Walser

Deutsches Ausland-
Institut, Isbert, O.A.,
Strotha, M.K.v

1910 1:300,000 5 archive

loc sim 6
Map of Eastern Turkey in Asia, Syria and
Western Persia (Ethnographical)

Royal Geographical So-
ciety 1910 1:2,000,000 5 online

pol rob 11 Sprach- und Schulkarte Mähren und
Schlesien

Perko, Franz, Perko,
Otto

1910 1:375,000 5 online

brl aya 30 Das Bulgarentum auf der Balkanhal-
binsel im Jahre 1912 Ishirkov, A. 1912 1:1,500,000 5 archive

rum rob 5 Völker- und Sprachenkarte Österreich-
Ungarn

Mayer, Rudolf 1914 1:2,730,000 4 online

brl rob 48 Ethnographische Übersichtskarte von
Osteuropa

Freytag, G. 1916 1:10,000,000 4 archive

bnf rob 4
Carte Ethnographique de l’Europe Cen-
trale et des États Balkaniques. Bolzé, R., Chesneau, M. 1918 1:3,500,000 4 online

brl rob 9

Germany. Ethnographical map, Poland.
Ethnographical map, Northern Italy.
Ethnographical map, South East Europe.
Ethnographical map

Great Britain. General
Staff. Geographical Sec-
tion

1918 1:5,000,000 5 archive

brl rob 10
The Daily Telegraph. Language map of
Eastern Europe Gross, Alexander 1918 1:2,200,000 5 archive

brl rob 46
G. Freytags Völker und Sprachenkarte
von Mittleuropa nebst Italien und der
Balkanhalbinsel

Freytag, G. 1918 1:3,000,000 5 archive
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https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~30800~1150738:V\unhbox \voidb@x \bgroup \accent 127o\protect \penalty \@M \hskip \z@skip \egroup lkerkarte-von-Russland-?sort=pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no&qvq=q:country%3DRussia%20AND%20pub_date%3D1840...1910%20;sort:pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no;lc:RUMSEY~8~1&mi=173&trs=406
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84394002/f1.item.r=ethnographic
https://pangea.blog.hu/2019/04/18/romania_reflected_in_ethnic_maps?fbclid=+IwAR36v3CrrOgzH1fLo0C3TiREYShxwiWA2sQxi9Lr4VvAeWNanYrnlKUfhfc
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~281260~90054056:Deutsches-Reich--Religionskarte--Vo?sort=pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no&qvq=q:country%3DGermany%20AND%20pub_date%3D1840...1910%20;sort:pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no;lc:RUMSEY~8~1&mi=31&trs=2208
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~253784~5519218?qvq=w4s%3A%2Fwhat%2FEthnography%25253B%2BNationality%25253B%2BRace%3Bsort%3Apub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no%3Blc%3ARUMSEY~8~1&mi=91&trs=113
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~253814~5519232?qvq=w4s%3A%2Fwhat%2FEthnography%25253B%2BNationality%25253B%2BRace%3Bsort%3Apub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no%3Blc%3ARUMSEY~8~1&mi=92&trs=113
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~267855~90042353?qvq=w4s%3A%2Fwhat%2FEthnography%25253B%2BNationality%25253B%2BRace%3Bsort%3Apub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no%3Blc%3ARUMSEY~8~1&mi=98&trs=113
https://pangea.blog.hu/2019/04/18/romania_reflected_in_ethnic_maps?fbclid=+IwAR36v3CrrOgzH1fLo0C3TiREYShxwiWA2sQxi9Lr4VvAeWNanYrnlKUfhfc
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g7431e.ct002182/?r=0.477,0.747,0.201,0.121,0
https://polona.pl/item/sprach-und-schulkarte-mahren-und-schlesien,NDg4OTAzNzA/0/
https://davidrumsey.georeferencer.com/maps/875747863342/view
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b53057421z.r=ethnographic?rk=193134;0


file name title author map year scale quality source

loc sim 3 Carte Ethnographique de la Péninsule
des Balkans

Cvijić, Jovan 1918 1:3,000,000 5 online

loc sim 4 Ethnographic map of the Balkan Penin-
sula

Cvijić, Jovan 1918 1:3,000,000 5 online

brl aya 25 The Question of Thrace. Greeks, Bulgars
and Turks

Mills, J.S., Chrussachi,
M.G.

1919 5 archive

brl rob 21
Carte Ethnographique des Régions
Habitées par les Roumains et des
Colonies Étrangeres Qui s’y Trouvent

Demetresco, Atanasiu,
Borcea

1919 1:1,000,000 5 archive

brl rob 19 Carte Ethnographique de l’Albanie
Délegation de la
Colonie Albaise de
Turquie

1920 1:1,000,000 5 archive

loc sim 1 Völker und Staaten in Mitteleuropa Winkler, Wilhelm 1924 1:4,000,000 4 online

brl rob 17
Carte ethnographique de l’Empire Ot-
toman. Faute de données statistiques ex-
actes, depuis la Guerre balkanique [. . . ].

Unknown (French au-
thor)

1925 1:1,000,000 5 archive

brl rob 57 Völkerkarte der Sowjet-Union Klante, M. (Reichsamt
für Landesaufnahme)

1926 1:5,000,000 5 archive

brl rob 51 Volksbodenkarte der Slowakei Isbert, O.A. 1930 1:750,000 5 archive

cic rob 3
Carte ethnographique et linguistique de
l’Europe nouvelle Wehrli, Max 1933 1:10,000,000 4 online

brl rob 56 Rumänien. Volksgruppen

Generalstab des
Heeres, Abteilung
für Kriegskarten u.
Vermessungswesen

1940 1:1,000,000 5 archive

loc sim 7 Die Völker des Donauraumes und der
Balkanhalbinsel

Generalstab des
Heeres, Abteilung
für Kriegskarten u.
Vermessungswesen

1940 1:3,000,000 5 online

brl aya 16 Albanian Minority in Yugoslavia
Great Britain. Foreign
Office. Research De-
partment.

1941 4 archive

brl aya 32

Völkerkarte des Kaukasus. Aufgrund
der vom Bataillon der Waffen-SS z. b.
v. sichergestellten ’Ethnographischen
Karte des Kaukasus.’

Kommission für das
Studium der Völker der
UdSSR und ihrer Nach-
barländer, Reichsamt
für Landesaufnahme.

1942 1:1,000,000 5 archive

nau rob 6 Poland language map

United States. Office
of Strategic Services.
Research and Analysis
Branch

1945 5 online
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https://www.loc.gov/resource/g6801e.ct002083/?r=-0.164,-0.071,1.223,0.801,0
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g6801e.ct001462/?r=0.048,0.437,0.531,0.319,0
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g6031e.ct003458/?r=0.107,0.173,0.673,0.457,0
http://cartotecadigital.icc.cat/cdm/singleitem/collection/europa/id/2379/rec/2
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g6801e.ct002088/?r=0.137,0.325,0.536,0.322,0
https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-485466365/view


file name title author map year scale quality source

brl rob 38
Karta Narodov SSSR. Uchebia dlia Sped-
nei Shkoly.

Unknown (Russian au-
thor)

1955 1:5,000,000 5 archive

brl aya 3 Ethnic Map of the Soviet Union

Main Directorate of
Geodesy and Cartog-
raphy, Ministry of
Geology and Mineral
Resources of the USSR

1959 1:5,000,000 5 archive

grg guy 1
Atlas Narodov Mira / Geo-referencing
of Ethnic Groups

Bruk, S.I., Apenchenko,
V.S., Digitized by Weid-
mann et al. (2010)

1964 1:5,000,000 4 online

brl aya 10 Map of People of the USSR

Main Directorate of
Geodesy and Cartog-
raphy, Ministry of
Geology and Mineral
Resources of the USSR

1972 1:5,000,000 5 archive

pcl aya 3 Cyprus, Ethnic Distribution
U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency 1973 2 online

eth aya 21
Völker und Sprachen Europas unter
besonderer Berücksichtigung der Volks-
gruppen

Straka, Manfred 1978 1:6,000,000 5 online

bav nic 1
Ethnic Groups in Southern Soviet Union
and Neighboring Middle Eastern Coun-
tries

U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency 1986 3 online

sdl aya 1 Map of Slovenian Dialects Logar, Tine, Rigler,
Jakob

1986 4 online

brl aya 6 Ethnic map of the Soviet Union

Main Directorate of
Geodesy and Cartog-
raphy, Ministry of
Geology and Mineral
Resources of the USSR

1988 1:4,000,000 5 archive

eth aya 1
Herrien Europa. Europa de Los Pueblos.
L’Europe de Peuple. Europe of the Peo-
ple

Herreros Agüi, Se-
bastián, Durán Ro-
driguez, Adolfo

1992 1:6,000,000 5 online

pcl aya 8
Ethnolinguistic Groups in the Caucasus
Region

U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency 1995 1:6,750,000 2 online

col aya 16
Ethnic Ukrainians and Russians in the
Caspian-Black Sea Basin

Izady, M. 1997 4 online

col aya 1
Ethnolinguistic Groups in the Caucasus
and Vicinity

Izady, M. 1999 4 online

col aya 17 Languages of North Africa Izady, M. 2003 4 online
col aya 10 Middle East: Ethnic Groups Izady, M. 2006 4 online
col aya 9 The Levant: Ethnic Composition Izady, M. 2008 5 online
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https://icr.ethz.ch/data/greg/
http://legacy.lib.utexas.edu/maps/europe/cyprus_ethnic_1973.jpg 
https://search.library.ethz.ch/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=ebi01_prod000434726&context=L&vid=DADS&lang=de_DE&search_scope=default_scope&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&tab=default_tab&query=any,contains,straka%20sprachen&offset=0
https://books.google.ch/books?id=OWeYFGgGGfEC&hl=de&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://www.dlib.si/details/URN:NBN:SI:IMG-VSVHWWS9/?query=%27source%3dzemljevidi%27&pageSize=25&language=slo&sortDir=DESC&sort=date
http://legacy.lib.utexas.edu/maps/commonwealth/ethnocaucasus.jpg
https://gulf2000.columbia.edu/images/maps/Ukranians_Russians_lg.png
https://gulf2000.columbia.edu/images/maps/Caucasus_and_Vicinity_Ethno_Linguistic_Groups_lg.png
https://gulf2000.columbia.edu/images/maps/North_Africa_Languages_lg.png
https://gulf2000.columbia.edu/images/maps/Mid_East_Ethnic_lg.png
https://gulf2000.columbia.edu/images/maps/Levant_Ethnicity_summary_lg.png


file name title author map year scale quality source

enl guy 1
Ethnologue / World Language Mapping
System. Language Maps. Version 17 SIL International 2014 4 online

dev guy 1 Languages of Europe Unknown 2017 5 online

Table A9: List of 73 ethnographic maps used as source material
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https://www.ethnologue.com/
https://www.deviantart.com/1blomma/art/Languages-Of-Europe-702296501


(a) Overlap weighted by population of groups

(b) Overlap weighted by territorial size of groups

Figure A3: Pair-wise comparison of raw map data, clustered by decades in
time difference.
Note: Ethnic group-level values computed as the share of the population of a given group
depicted on map X that resides within that group as depicted on map Y within the
overlapping spatial extents of both maps.
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